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Chorus:  
Trump-Gazi; Trump-Gazi 
It’s gonna be a Trump-Gazi 
Trump-Gazi; Trump-Gazi 
It’s gonna be a Trump-Gazi 
 
We took the house now investigations start 
Every day ‘till 2020 
The man at the top and all his swamp 
Are gonna answer plenty 
 
You thought Hillary had a lot of hearings 
And it turned into her autopsy 
But you can bet, you ain’t seen nothin’ yet  
Now it’s gonna be a Trump-Gazi 
 
Chorus 
 
First his tax returns that’s the place to start 
Then we’re gonna get every document 
Every shady deal; everything he stealed 
And all the other emoluments 
 
He’ll hear the whirr of the wheels of justice 
Zooming in like a kamikaze 
There’ll be no debate; he’s not gonna skate  
From the never-ending Trump-Gazi 
 
Chorus 
 
You can bet the pressure will be intense 
He’ll lose his smug demeanor  
Across the nation, the interrogations  
With no way to quash the subpoenas  
 
It’ll go on for as long as he is there  
On trial like a Nuremberg Nazi 
No lofty perch, it’s a cavity search 
Good luck with the full-body Trump-Gazi 
 
Chorus x2 



 

Trump-Gazi; Trump-Gazi 
It’s gonna be a Trump-Gazi 
Trump-Gazi; Trump-Gazi 
It’s gonna be a Trump-Gazi 
 
We took the house now investigations start 
Every day ‘till 2020 
The man at the top and all his swamp 
Are gonna answer plenty 
 
You thought Hillary had a lot of hearings 
And it turned into her autopsy 
But you can bet, you ain’t seen nothin’ yet  
Now it’s gonna be a Trump-Gazi 
 
Chorus 
 
 
 
 
 



First his tax returns that’s the place to start 
Then we’re gonna get every document 
Every shady deal; everything he stealed 
And all the other emoluments 
 
He’ll hear the whirr of the wheels of justice 
Zooming in like a kamikaze 
There’ll be no debate; he’s not gonna skate  
From the never-ending Trump-Gazi 
 
Chorus 
 
You can bet the pressure will be intense 
He’ll lose his smug demeanor  
Across the nation, the interrogations  
With no way to quash the subpoenas  
 
It’ll go on for as long as he is there  
On trial like a Nuremberg Nazi 
No lofty perch, it’s a cavity search 
Good luck with the full-body Trump-Gazi 
Chorus x2 


